
 

 

Module C Essay Podcast – 19/20  
Assigned Text: Brooklyn  
 

You have been invited to compose and present a podcast episode for ABC Radio National’s 
Books and Arts. The theme for your podcast is ‘Fresh Encounters: Encountering new 
landscapes, re-encountering old’  
 
IN your 4-5 min podcast you should discuss the impacts of encountering new and re-
encountering old landscapes in your prescribed text and one other text of your choosing.  
 
- Analyse short and long term impacts 
- Analyse min 3 landscapes  
- Analyse the representation of landscape and impact  
- Consider other characters and groups beside Eilis  

 
 
 
 
Landscapes can have a myriad of impacts on individuals, determinant on the connections forged within the 
landscape and breakages of old connections. Although shocking in the short term, immersion and embracing 
new landscapes can lead to personal growth in longer term, however re encountering old landscapes reveals 
extent of personal change and can diminish self developments. 
Hello and welcome to ABC Radio National’s Books and Arts; In this weeks episode, Fresh Encounters I will be 
exploring textual and musical representation of the impacts of encountering new and revisiting old 
landscapes on the individual. Colm Toibin’s novel Brooklyn follows an emotional journey of a shy girl from a 
small Irish town discovering strength in Brooklyn, while also battling her division of identity when re 
encountering her Irish roots. Similarly, the music video for ‘Change’ by 90’s rock band Blind Melon lyrically 
and visually explores challenges of moving to new landscapes alone, but ultimately celebrates the need to 
change with the landscape.  

 

Short term effects of encountering new landscapes can impact an individual’s sense of self and identity, due 
to the absence of personal connection. Toibin perceptively explores the emotional impacts    Eilis suffers in 
her first weeks in Brooklyn, her severe homesickness making her feel like ‘a ghost in this room’. The ghost 
metaphor highlights the absence of physical meaningful connection with her immediate surroundings, 
compared to her Irish home. Blind Melon’s singer Shannon Hoon expressed in his song ‘As I sit here in this 
misery, I don’t think I’ll ever seen the sun from here’.  Through lyrical form, Hoon explores similar emotional 
impacts; ‘here’ is a new place, devoid of hope and previous happiness symbolised by the ‘sun’. Visually, 
Hoon sits naked on a chair, conveying his vulnerability in the new landscape to which he feels no real 
connection, exemplified by him petting a plastic dog.  
In the long term, however, the challenges of adjusting to new landscapes can significantly affect character 
and identity as one must forge new links, and separate from previous imagined or remembered landscapes. 
Eilis re-encounters her Irish heritage at the parish Christmas, where nostalgia of ‘the way the men spoke’, 
Irish ‘fiddles’ and ‘roast potatoes’ reinforces her disconnect with Brooklyn. An Irish singer that Eilis mistakes 
for her father, ‘reached his hands toward her and held it’, This representation of physical connection to her 
old landscape turns Eilis from a ‘ghost’ into a present, physical being again. In this pivotal moment, Eilis 
realises she cannot replicate her home environment, and seeks to embrace her new one. This change is 
represented by Toibin’s structural choice to begin section 3 of the novel, in which Eilis adapts to her new 



 

 

surroundings, and allows the Brooklyn culture to influence her identity. She is seen to ‘stand up and walk 
over, smiling confidently’ and feel ‘suddenly brave’ ‘proud’ and ‘strong’, outlining with high modality 
language, traits she inherited from Brooklyn culture.    
Similarly, Eilis’ brother Jack adapts to his new landscape of Birmingham. Although initially he ‘would have 
done anything to go home’ he grew to ‘like his wage packet and independence’. Despite his former emotive 
language, in time Jack adapts to Birmingham, severing his old connections with home and forming new ones.  
Blind Melon’s song ‘Change’ emotively expresses that in the face of adversity, one must ‘look way up to the 
sky’, the sky being a consistent feature in all landscapes, and perhaps reminiscent that this same sky will lead 
to old places. It continues; ‘keep on dreamin’ boy, cause when you stop dreamin’ it’s time to die’ This 
figuratively explores the necessity to ‘keep dreamin’ and changing , and danger of dwelling on the past. 
As explored by author Toibin and lyricist Shannon Hoon, new landscapes can present challenging 
experiences, but forging new connections leads to new strengths.    
 
Re-encountering real or remembered landscapes can reveal an individual’s changes in a new place. Such 
representation in each text reveals how separation from old worlds is necessary for growth, as re-
encounters on the long term can cause conflict in gained resolves.  
   When returning to Enniscorthy, Eilis notices her changes of ‘how glamorous she must look in these streets’ 
representing the impacts of American culture on her appearance and confident composure. The confronting 
changes are revealed when her old bedroom ‘seemed empty of life’, the lifeless imagery reminiscent of her 
‘ghost’ like experience in Brooklyn, revealing her diminished connection with Enniscorthy. The long-term re-
immersion made Eilis ‘feel as though she were two people’, the simile highlighting her struggle to conceive 
her contrasting experiences. Thus her remembered Brooklyn landscape became a dissolving ‘fantasy’, a 
metaphor for her realised independence diminishing to reticence once again, highlighted with the lexical 
choice of verbs such as ‘thought’ or ‘might’, contrasting her Brooklyn active verbs, of ‘should’ or ‘said’.  
In ‘Change’, Hoon encounters his old landscapes in the form of people who ‘look at me and say... Hey look at 
him! I’ll never live that way’. The definitive tone of ‘never’ encapsulates the differences between Hoon’s 
personal growth and the old culture’s refusal to accept it. Although Eilis connects with Ireland again, Hoon’s 
lyrical metaphor ‘as I fade away’ shows his separation from old worlds. It is paired musically with thin layers 
and airy sounds, if you listen; The texture and tonality embraces his care-free release of self from constraints 
of previous environments. Both per   
 
Changing landscapes can be emotionally significant for an individual, and cause long term growth in 
character as they learn to embrace new culture. Both Colm Toibin’s Brooklyn and Blind Lemon’s song Change 
explore the necessity of separating from old landscapes to fully develop in new ones, through representation 
of the effects re-visiting real, remembered or imagined homes.  

 


